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Abstract

The Agent Environment Cycle (AEC) of PettingZoo
has been a major paradigm shift in the implementation
of Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL)
frameworks, providing a unified and concise interface
for any kind of multi-agent environment. Based on this
model, we propose DRAMA, a principled approach
for dynamic action space restrictions. DRAMA can be
used to add statically computed physical constraints
as well as a self-learning multi-agent governance: It
generalizes the idea of action masking to continuous
action spaces and self-learning restrictions, while
being fully compatible with the AEC implementation of
PettingZoo—and, by transitivity, with most major MARL
frameworks. In this paper, we provide the theoretical
background of restricted multi-agent systems, present
an extension of PettingZoo via wrapper classes, and
show the potential of our approach for various use
cases. By treating dynamic restrictions as an additional
player of a multi-agent system, our approach offers
novel capabilities and flexibility in handling multi-agent
environments and thus serves as a valuable tool for
researchers and practitioners in the field.

Keywords: Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning,
OpenAI Gym, PettingZoo, Multi-Agent Systems,
Action Space Restriction

1. Introduction

Since its first release in 2017, OpenAI’s Gym
environment specification (Brockman et al., 2016)
has become the standard for Reinforcement Learning
(RL) (Sutton & Barto, 2018) environments represented
as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) (Bellman,
1957) or, more generally, as Partially Observable
Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) (Åström, 1965).
Gym’s minimalistic design offers enough freedom and
flexibility to allow users to create and train RL agents
in their own environments. Consequently, popular RL

step()

Environment Agent
act()

reset()

if done:

Figure 1. Agent-Environment Loop for a single-agent
setting (as implemented in Gym).

frameworks like Keras RL (Plappert, 2016), Tensorforce
(Kuhnle et al., 2017), Coach (Caspi et al., 2017), Acme
(Hoffman et al., 2020), Stable Baselines (Raffin et al.,
2021), and CleanRL (Huang et al., 2022) adopt Gym
environments as their default environment class.

However, Gym is designed solely for single-agent
learning, employing a loop between the agent act()
and environment step() until the episode is done
(see Figure 1). To enable multi-agent settings,
approaches based on (Partially Observable) Stochastic
Games (Shapley, 1953) have been proposed, but, as
Terry et al., 2021 have pointed out, implementing
them in code faces several unsolved challenges. To
overcome these limitations, they introduce the Agent
Environment Cycle (AEC) model and the corresponding
PettingZoo library (Terry et al., 2021), which has gained
widespread adoption and works seamlessly with RL
frameworks such as The Autonomous Learning Library
(Nota, 2020), AI-Traineree (Laszuk, 2020), PyMARL
(Samvelyan et al., 2019), RLlib (Liang et al., 2018),
Stable Baselines (Hill et al., 2018; Raffin et al., 2021),
CleanRL (through SuperSuit) (Huang et al., 2022; Terry
et al., 2020), and Tianshou (Weng et al., 2022).

In Gym and PettingZoo, agents typically have access
to the same set of actions throughout an episode,
either as a discrete set or a box-shaped continuous
space. Recent versions of PettingZoo seem to allow
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changing observation and action spaces at run-time,
but instructions are inconsistent1, and compatibility
issues arise with RL algorithms that expect invariant
input-output shapes (which is the case for most common
deep learning algorithms).

A commonly used solution for dynamic action
spaces is invalid action masking (Huang & Ontañón,
2022; Vinyals et al., 2017). However, this method,
which involves providing a Boolean vector of valid
and invalid actions as part of the observation, is
limited to discrete spaces and can be inefficient. For
instance, in Dota 2, where the action space comprises
1, 837, 080 actions (Berner et al., 2019), the masking
approach becomes burdensome with respect to storage
of observation batches.

Dynamic restrictions of the action spaces, as
imposed in many real-world scenarios by physical,
legal, or other constraints (Boutilier et al., 2018;
Chandak et al., 2020; Mandel et al., 2017), can therefore
not be represented by existing RL frameworks in a
principled way. To address this limitation, we propose
an extension with the following components:

1. The action space, referred to as the base space,
remains static.

2. Agents receive a restriction as part of their
observation, representing an arbitrary subset of
the base space.

3. Restrictions, represented by gym.spaces,
efficiently capture arbitrary sets of valid actions.

4. The internal representation of valid actions in a
restriction is opaque, while compatibility with RL
models is ensured through fixed-length flattening.

5. Restrictions can be defined by the environment
or provided by a restrictor agent which produces
restrictions as actions.

6. A restrictor agent can be treated like any other
agent and may be an RL agent or a static function.

7. The interplay between the environment, restrictor,
and agents is managed by a restriction wrapper.

The theoretical background, formal model and
reference implementation of DRAMA are discussed in
Sections 3 and 4, preceded by a recap of related work
in Section 2. Additionally, we present three use cases in
Section 5 before concluding the paper.

1The documentation contains an example with the comment “If
your spaces change over time, remove this line (disable caching)”, but
also says “This space should never change for a particular agent ID”.
The docstring of AECEnv.action space() even states that the
function “MUST return the same value for the same agent name”.

The reference implementation of DRAMA, along
with documentation and examples, has been published
at https://github.com/michoest/drama-wrapper.

2. Related Work

Existing RL libraries typically have limitations in
supporting dynamic observation and action spaces due
to the aggregation of trajectories into batches, which
require homogeneous tensors (as mentioned in the
documentations of Tianshou and RLlib). Padding is
often the only method used to handle heterogeneous
data. Furthermore, most state-of-the-art RL algorithms
rely on fixed neural architectures that can only process
flat input and output arrays of constant size (notably,
algorithms without function approximators, like tabular
Q-learning, do not have this restriction). Although
pre-processing techniques can be employed to flatten
complex spaces, they also require data of fixed shape.

However, RL environments often possess complex
space structures, ranging from simple discrete and
continuous spaces (Brockman et al., 2016) to mixed
discrete-continuous variants (Neunert et al., 2020) and
parametric spaces (Fan et al., 2019; Hausknecht &
Stone, 2016). To reconcile fixed input and output for RL
agents and changing action spaces for RL environments,
several solutions have been proposed. These solutions
can be categorized as masking, where the agent is
informed of valid actions and selects from this set, or
replacement, where an invalid action chosen by the
agent is replaced with a valid one (following some
replacement strategy), as discussed by Krasowski et al.,
2023 and illustrated in Figure 2. Note that we only
consider the environment perspective here; of course, an
agent can also mask or replace actions internally before
outputting an action to the environment.

Currently, the most commonly used masking
approach for discrete action spaces is invalid action
masking, which employs a Boolean masking vector
to provide the mask from the environment (Huang
& Ontañón, 2022; Vinyals et al., 2017). There
is, to the best of our knowledge, no analogous
method for infinite or continuous spaces, such that
continuous environments need to be discretized for
masking (Sinclair et al., 2020; Uther & Veloso, 1998).
As for replacement approaches, various alternatives
have been proposed, including random replacement and
projection (see Krasowski et al., 2023), and penalization
(Dietterich, 2000). However, penalty-based RL methods
have been shown not to scale well for a large number of
invalid actions (Huang & Ontañón, 2022).

Numerous methods exist for handling irregular
action spaces within an agent’s action policy.
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(a) Masking: The subset of valid actions is given to an agent before
it chooses its action.
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(b) Replacement: Invalid actions are replaced by valid ones after
an agent has chosen its action.

Figure 2. Intervention points for action space restrictions (cf. Krasowski et al., 2023).

Actor-critic methods (Konda & Tsitsiklis, 1999)
can internally penalize the choice of invalid actions
while ensuring that the final selected actions are
valid. Dulac-Arnold et al., 2016 propose embedding
discrete action spaces into continuous spaces using
nearest-neighbor methods. Conversely, Y. Tang and
Agrawal, 2020 suggest discretizing continuous spaces
for masking purposes. Zahavy et al., 2018 train
an Action Elimination Network (AEN) to reduce
the set of feasible actions, and Kanervisto et al.,
2020 enhance learning through action space shaping.
Discarding invalid actions and re-sampling is another
straightforward method that can be implemented either
within an agent’s action policy or as a feature of the
environment (by setting δ(s, a∗) = s for any invalid
action a∗). However, this method scales poorly when
the ratio of invalid actions is high.

The concept of restricting action spaces as a
means of governance in multi-agent systems has been
explored by Pernpeintner et al., 2021 using search-based
optimization; other techniques are RL over a small
discrete action space (Oesterle et al., 2022), and tree
search over continuous spaces (Oesterle & Sharon,
2023). This dynamic action space shaping complements
the commonly used approach of reward shaping, as
defined by Normative Systems (Andrighetto et al., 2013;
Chopra et al., 2018) or the game-theoretically grounded
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanisms (Nisan &
Ronen, 2004).

In our proposed DRAMA approach, we offer the
option to train the restrictor as part of the RL training
process. A similar technique, albeit not embedded
in a standard framework, is used by Reinforcement
Mechanism Design (Cai et al., 2018; P. Tang, 2017).

3. Theoretical Framework

3.1. Background

Reinforcement Learning. The basic underlying
mathematical model of any Reinforcement Learning

framework is an MDP, formally defined as a tuple

(S, A, r, δ) ,

where S is the set of environmental states, A is the
agent’s action space, r : S × A× S → R is the agent’s
reward function, and δ : S×A → ∆S is the (stochastic)
transition function2.

The (stochastic) action policy of the agent is given
as a function π : S → ∆A. Using this notation,
the interaction between agent and environment can be
succinctly described by the evolution formula

st+1 = δ(st, π
(t)(st)) , (1)

where the output of the stochastic functions is sampled
according to the respective distribution3.

The learning behaviour of the agent, i.e., the fact that
π can change over time in order to maximize the agent’s
cumulative reward, is not described by the MDP.

In case of partial observability (when the agent
cannot see the entire state of the environment), a set
O of possible observations and an observation function
σ : S → O are added to Equation (1):

st+1 = δ(st, π(σ(st))) .

Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning. The model
for a multi-agent RL framework is a straightforward
extension of an MDP, called a Stochastic Game (SG).
It is a tuple

(I,S,A, r, δ) ,

where I is the set of agents, S is the set of environmental
states, A = (Ai)i∈I are the agents’ action spaces4, ri :
S × A × S → R is agent i’s reward function, and δ :
S ×A → ∆S is the transition function.

2∆X denotes the set of probability distributions over a (finite or
infinite) set X .

3The use of the time step as a superscript indicates that a variable
or function evolves with t.

4By convention, vectors and sets of variables are written in bold
face.
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Figure 3. Agent-Restrictor-Environment loop of DRAMA.

As above, each agent has an action policy πi : S →
∆A defining its behaviour; the evolution of the system
is therefore described by

st+1 = δ(st,π
(t)(st)) .

Accounting for partial observations (Partially
Observable Stochastic Game, or POSG), the extension

st+1 = δ(st,π
(t)(σ(st))) (2)

is straight-forward.

3.2. DRAMA model

As outlined in Section 1, we keep the action
spaces A static and introduce action space restrictions

R
(t)
i ⊆ Ai, allowing for the Ai to be dynamically

constrained. In the POSG context, we represent this
with an additional functional entity (the restrictor)
which is now part of the agent-environment loop (see
Figure 3).

The formal model of DRAMA is a tuple

(I,S,O,σ,A,ρ, r, δ) ,

where O = (Oi)i∈I are the observation sets, σi :
S → Oi are the agents’ observation functions, and
ρ = (ρi)i∈I with ρi : S → 2Ai are the restriction
functions that are applied to each agent, respectively.
Accordingly, the agent policies now take a restriction
as an additional argument, i.e., πi : S × 2Ai → ∆A

5

with the requirement that supp(πi(s,R)) ⊆ R6. This
requirement ensures that actions that are forbidden by
the restriction R are taken with probability zero.

The evolution function in this model is derived from
Equation (2) as

st+1 = δ(st,π
(t)(σ(st),ρ

(t)(st))) .

5We denote with 2S := {S′ : S′ ⊆ S} the power set of an
arbitrary set S, both finite and infinite.

6For a function f : X → R, supp(f) := {x ∈ X : f(x) ̸= 0}
denotes the support of f .

4. Implementation

In the standard AEC, three entities are of
importance: gym.Spaces are passed back and forth
between an AECEnv and one or more Agents, as
shown in the minimal execution loop:

env.reset()
for agent in env.agent_iter():

observation, _* = env.last()
action = agents[agent].act(observation)
env.step(action)

DRAMA directly builds upon this setup, using the
exact same loop. We define three more classes with their
respective base classes, each corresponding to one of the
above entities:

Restriction(Space) represents any subset of an
action space.

Restrictor(Agent) is an agent whose actions are
Restrictions.

RestrictionWrapper(AECEnv) manages the
succession of agent and restrictor actions, as well
as the enhancement of agent observations with
the respective restrictions.

This reflects one of the fundamental design decisions
of DRAMA: The agent policies π and the restriction
policies ρ are defined in the same way, such that both
kinds of policies can be learned within the training
process as implemented by PettingZoo-compatible
MARL frameworks. Hence, any restriction needs to be
a valid gym.Space which can be batched for training
and evaluation workflows, and restriction policies are
queried (and potentially trained) like an agent policy
in the AEC. Moreover, DRAMA is designed to be
extensible by sub-classing any of its components (e.g.,
to define more complex restrictions), even though the
reference implementation contains the necessary classes
for a range of applications.

4.1. Restriction

Discrete Restriction. For discrete spaces
gym.Discrete(n, start=s) with the action
set {s, s + 1, ..., s + n − 1}, restrictions have
traditionally been implemented as action masks.
These masks are Boolean vectors of length n, where
each entry indicates whether an action is allowed
(True) or forbidden (False). While this approach
is suitable for small n, it becomes inefficient when
n is large and only a small fraction of actions is
allowed at each step. To address this, we introduce
two implementations of DiscreteRestriction:
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DiscreteSetRestriction stores a set of allowed
actions, while DiscreteVectorRestriction
follows the conventional vector representation, but as a
subclass of gym.Space.

Continuous Restriction. We provide two restriction
classes for one-dimensional continuous spaces:
The IntervalUnionRestriction class
represents a union of closed allowed intervals, and
BucketSpaceRestriction represents a Boolean
vector of equally sized allowed and forbidden buckets.
For multi-dimensional spaces, these classes can be
combined as long as the dimensions are independent,
such as in gym.Box spaces. For more complex
dependencies between dimensions (e.g., the “circle
restriction” A = [0, 1]2, R = {a ∈ A : ||a||2 ≤ 1}), we
offer the generic PredicateRestriction class,
which, however, is not flattenable.

4.2. Restrictor

The Restrictor class is designed as a
regular agent but with Restrictions as actions.
Consequently, the AEC can handle DRAMA natively
without any special considerations for restrictors.

Observation Space. The observation structure of
a restrictor is not predefined but can include any
information available in the environment, such as
the identifier of the next agent or the agents’ latest
rewards. In particular, it is not necessarily linked to
the observation functions σ of the agents. Optionally,
a custom preprocessing function can be applied before
calling Restrictor.act() (see Section 4.3).

Action Space. Usually, the action space of a restrictor
comprises all possible restrictions of a given agent
action space A (for a more flexible mapping, see “Action
Post-Processing”). To represent this space, which is
mathematically equivalent to the power set of A, we
provide the base class RestrictorActionSpace.
Initialized with the base space A, it enables the restrictor
to generate any Restriction compatible with A.

Reward Function. The restrictor’s reward function
can be constructed using any information available in
the environment. By default, we use the social welfare
r =

∑
i∈I ri, which sums over all agent rewards,

but user-defined functions are supported as an optional
parameter when defining the restrictor.

4.3. Restriction Wrapper

The RestrictionWrapper is responsible for
managing the interaction between the environment,

agents, and restrictor(s). Prior to querying an agent, the
wrapper requests a restriction from the corresponding
restrictor and then passes this restriction to the agent.

Agent-Restrictor Mapping. In the simplest case
of DRAMA, a single restrictor is utilized for all
agents. However, multiple restrictors can be defined to
accommodate, for instance, agents with different action
spaces. By establishing a mapping between the set
of agents and the set of restrictors, the wrapper can
obtain the appropriate restrictions for each agent from
the corresponding restrictor.

Observation Pre-Processing. The default
observation for a restrictor is set as env.state().
Optionally, a pre-processing function can be specified
for each restrictor, which the wrapper applies in analogy
to the agent observation functions σ.

Action Post-Processing. In situations where a
restrictor functions as a learning agent, its restriction
space might not align with the action space of the
other agents. For instance, if the restrictor selects from
a predetermined set of restrictions, it is advisable to
define its action space as Discrete, and subsequently
map the chosen action to a corresponding restriction.
To accommodate these scenarios, a restrictor-generated
restriction can undergo post-processing before being
provided to the respective agent. This allows for
seamless integration and compatibility between the
restrictor’s actions and the agent’s expected inputs.

Agent Observations. The observation received
from the environment is passed to the agents as
part of a two-key dictionary: {"observation":
..., "restriction": ...}. The keys of this
dictionary can be customized. For example, using
DiscreteVectorRestriction in conjunction
with the restriction key action mask ensures
seamless compatibility with Tianshou’s built-in agents.

By default, the wrapper flattens all observation and
action spaces, including restrictions, into fixed-shape
gym.Box spaces (with possible padding or overflow)
to ensure compatibility with existing libraries. To
anticipate the emergence of algorithms in the future
that can natively handle a wider range of spaces (i.e.,
any class adhering to the gym.Space specification),
we offer three more options: (a) flattening into
variable-shape gym.Sequence spaces, (b) applying
a custom flattening function, and (c) using the original
spaces without flattening.

Restriction Violations. The consequences of
violating a restriction can be arbitrary and may
be individual per agent. By default, an invalid
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action causes the wrapper to throw a custom
RestrictionViolationException. An invalid
action can also be replaced by sampling uniformly from
the allowed set or projected to the nearest action, and
custom methods can be added by specifying a function
for each restrictor.

5. Use Cases

In this section, we provide several illustrations of
how DRAMA can be applied to a variety of multi-agent
scenarios. It is important to note that these use cases
are intentionally designed to be simple. The primary
emphasis is placed on exploring the interaction and
learning dynamics between the agents and restrictor(s)
facilitated by the restriction wrapper.

5.1. Learning optimal restrictions in a
continuous-action game

To demonstrate learned restrictions in a continuous
action space, let’s consider the Parameterized Cournot
Game as defined in Oesterle and Sharon, 2023. In this
game, two players choose their production quantities
q = (q1, q2) ∈ R2 for a good, with the price of the
good defined as p(q) = max(pmax − q1 − q2, 0), where
pmax > 0. Both players have a constant production cost
of c ≥ 0 per unit. The players’ utilities, representing
their profits, are given by ui(q) = qi · (p(q)− c).
Importantly, the equilibrium strategy in this game is
not socially optimal, meaning that restricting the action
space can potentially increase social welfare.

We aim to learn an optimal restriction by observing
the actions of the agents. The restrictor waits until
the agents’ strategies converge and then formulates an
optimal restriction based on its estimation of the game’s
parameters, namely pmax and c. In response to the
restriction, the agents adjust their actions, resulting
in a stable outcome that differs from the original
equilibrium. The social welfare, as depicted in Figure 4,
exhibits a noticeable increase at the point where the
restrictor comes into action. While this learning
behavior may be simplistic, it effectively demonstrates
the dynamic interaction between the restrictor and the
agents.

5.2. Training RL agents with dynamic
restrictions in an obstacle avoidance
scenario

Using DRAMA, we train an RL agent to navigate a
dynamic environment with complex action spaces. In
this scenario, restrictions are not necessarily tied to the
agent’s observation but serve as an additional source
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Figure 4. Reward and action curves for the Parameterized
Cournot Game with a learning restrictor. At iteration 40,
when the restriction is defined, the reward of both agents
undergoes an abrupt improvement, showing that the
restriction is boosting social welfare. This plot explicitly
shows the alternation between restrictor and agent actions.

(a) Projection (b) Unrestricted

Figure 5. Examplary agent trajectories for the navigation
task. While projection allows surrounding obstacles by
bringing actions into the feasible set, an unrestricted agent
is stuck with repeated forbidden movements.

of information. Consider a navigation task where an
agent aims to reach a goal on a two-dimensional map.
The environment can contain temporary obstacles, such
as other agents or objects, that may not be directly
sensed by the agent. An external entity can therefore
suggest restrictions on the agent’s action space to avoid
collisions, such that the agent must select actions that
maximize the expected return over varying subsets of
the action space.

The environment, as shown in Figure 5, is a 15x15
field where the agent A (blue circle) has a location lAt ∈
R2, perspective pAt ∈ [0, 360], and starting position
pA0 = (2, 2). At each time step t, the agent observes lAt
and pAt , as well as the distance and angle to the goal g =
(12, 12). It then chooses an angle aAt ∈ [−110, 110] to
determine the subsequent step’s direction (with a step
length of 1). The goal is reached when the distance
is ≤ 1. Seven obstacles of various shapes, defined by
their location and radius, are randomly generated at each
episode’s start and are not observed by the agent.

To handle the dynamic restrictions, we employ the
IntervalUnionRestriction class to represent
the union of open intervals that correspond to actions
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Figure 6. Mean and standard deviation for the fraction of
solved evaluation episodes, measured every 500 steps.

leading to collisions. The valid action space is also
computed based on these intervals. Since the number
of intervals can vary, the boundaries cannot be treated
as static model inputs. We train a Twin Delayed
DDPG (TD3) algorithm (Fujimoto et al., 2018) to
find the shortest path to the goal. We compare two
cases: First, the agent learns without knowledge of
restrictions and may collide with obstacles. Second,
we provide dynamic restrictions to the agent using
DRAMA, allowing the agent to choose feasible actions
that are closest to its preferred actions.

The experiment demonstrates that DRAMA
improves learning in scenarios with dynamic action
spaces. The average fraction of evaluation environments
where the agent succeeds significantly increases when
handling restrictions, as depicted in Figure 6 for
multiple model runs. With projection, most obstacles
can be smoothly navigated, while unrestricted agents
frequently encounter obstacles, as can be seen from the
trajectories in Figures 5a and 5b. We note, however,
that the average number of steps remains relatively high
compared to the shortest path, even when restrictions
are used and the success rate is high. This highlights
the need for agents to make more informed decisions
when dealing with variable action spaces. Notably,
Grams, 2023 have recently explored RL architectures
for dynamic restrictions and conducted experiments in
this environment.

5.3. Training an RL restrictor for a discrete
action space

Consider a traffic network where agents i ∈ I
are tasked with selecting a shortest route from their
starting points si to their respective destinations di. The
travel time along each road segment is influenced by its
utilization, i.e., the relative number of agents using it.
This is described by a latency model le(u) = a + buc,
where individual parameters (a, b, c) are assigned to
each edge (see Maerivoet & Moor, 2005).

0 1 2 3

Figure 7. Traffic network with dynamic restrictions. The
restrictor learns which roads (edges) to close in order to
maximize throughput, measured as the negative mean of
all agents’ travel times.

In this context, a phenomenon known as the
Braess Paradox (Braess, 1968) has been observed,
where closing roads in the network can actually lead
to an increase in overall throughput under specific
conditions. Motivated by this paradox, we train a
restrictor to determine the optimal configuration of open
and closed roads. This restrictor operates within a
network of self-interested agents who aim to minimize
their individual travel times. The restrictor serves
as a governance mechanism with the objective of
minimizing the total travel time.

For the sake of simplicity, we utilize the graph
network depicted in Figure 7. All simple paths in this
network are enumerated and used as the discrete action
space for the agents. At each step, each agent i selects
the shortest route from si to di based on the current edge
latencies. Without any governance in place, all agents
traveling from s = 0 to t = 3 naturally choose the route
0 → 1 → 2 → 3, resulting in an average travel time of
≈ 17 (as shown by the red line in Figure 8).

To improve traffic flow, we introduce a governance
mechanism that can selectively close individual roads
(i.e., remove edges). The action space for the
governance is represented by MultiBinary(5)
(although, in our implementation, we ensure that there
is always at least one open path available for agents
to use). While the agents use a fixed strategy to
determine the shortest routes given the restrictions, the
governance, acting as an RL agent, learns the optimal
set of restrictions by observing the agents and the
environment. In our approach, we use an off-the-shelf
DQN algorithm (Mnih et al., 2013), where the current
edge latencies serve as the observation.

In our setting, the governance learns to close the
edge 1 → 2 (as illustrated in Figure 9), leading the
agents to distribute themselves across the routes 0 →
1 → 3 and 0 → 2 → 3, with each route having an
approximate utilization of 50%. As a result, the average
travel time decreases to ≈ 15 (indicated by the green
line in Figure 8), which indeed represents the optimal
configuration for the given network structure.
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network during training (green), compared to unrestricted
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Figure 9. Frequency of the restrictions chosen by the
restrictor during training (sliding average over 1,000 steps,
mean and standard deviation over 5 runs). The dominant
restriction {0, 1, 3, 4} corresponds to closing the edge (1, 2)
in the network.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have extended the Agent
Environment Cycle for MARL with a component which
has thus far been handled in a limited, “hacky” way:
complex dynamic action space restrictions.

Many practical scenarios involve nuanced action
constraints, such as physical, legal, or safety
considerations, which require intelligent agents to
navigate through a complex decision-making space
while adhering to restrictions. By explicitly integrating
and modeling dynamic action space restrictions,
we provide a more realistic and comprehensive
framework for the development of intelligent agents
(and self-learning restrictors!) capable of effectively
operating within the confines of real-world constraints.

With this work, we also want to encourage the
research and development of restriction-aware RL
agents (and restriction classes) to pave the way for
practical applications in domains where compliance
with explicit rules and regulations is paramount.

Finally, we would like to propose an idea
for governance based on human language: The
governance of human communities primarily relies on
the formulation and implementation of laws conveyed
through natural language. These laws encompass
explicit and implicit guidelines delineating permissible
actions and behavioral constraints (i.e., action space
restrictions), as well as information about penalties (i.e.,
reward shaping definitions) for breaking the restrictions.
It therefore appears plausible that LLMs possess the
capacity to learn and optimize text-based rules in
alignment with the behavioral tendencies exhibited by
the (human and/or artificial) agents subject to these
rules. The recently published ChatArena library (Wu
et al., 2023) offers a testbed for such environments,
while Park et al., 2023 explore language-based
Generative Agents which can exhibit emergent social
behaviors, albeit without governance. Combining
these approaches with DRAMA could bridge the gap
between RL and language models, thereby facilitating
the automated generation of intricate rule sets guided by
specific objectives. Ultimately, this holds the potential
to revolutionize the process of law creation for human
and artificial communities.
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